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Title:

Does adding simulation-based deliberate practice teaching of informed consent and spinal anesthesia to a baseline curriculum improve
resident learning and retention?

Body:

Introduction:

Properly obtaining informed consent for spinal anesthesia and correctly performing the technical aspects of the spinal are two
competencies expected of anesthesia residents. The goals of our study were to 1) develop a base curriculum; 2) assess if this
curriculum improved performance of correctly obtaining informed consent and spinal anesthesia; 3) measure retention of learning as
quantified by resident performance on patients several days later; and 4) randomize residents to determine if adding deliberate practice
(DP) teaching further improved performance of these two tasks.

Methods:
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After IRB approval, nine Stanford anesthesia residents participated in our study. All nine residents participated in a base curriculum
consisting of one hour’s review of written instructional (procedural checklist, FAQs, and technique description) and video materials to
reinforce the procedural checklist.

Participating residents were randomized so that five received in addition to the base curriculum, individual, faculty-led, DP teaching
during their module. This teaching session used an iterative process requiring mastery of each step before proceeding to the next for
obtaining informed consent and performing spinal anesthesia on a standardized patient and spinal simulator, respectively.

All residents had a pre and post-module test for informed consent and spinal anesthetic technique. To evaluate retention, each
resident’s next three patient informed consents and spinal anesthetics were scored. Also, the interval from when each patient entered
the operating room until the resident’s successful completion of the spinal block was timed.

Results:

The base curriculum group (BCG; N=4) increased their informed consent test score from 50% pre-module to 82% post-module
(p<0.001). The group additionally receiving deliberate practice teaching (DPG; N=5) increased their informed consent test score from
53% to 93% (p<0.001). An average of 3.2 days later, the BCG scored 86% obtaining informed consent on actual patients versus 87%
for the DPG (p=0.75).

The BCG increased their spinal anesthetic technique test score from 76% pre-module to 85% post-module (p=0.21). The DPG
increased their baseline spinal anesthesia test score from 69% to 95% (p<0.04). The BCG scored 81% performing spinals on actual
patients versus 85% for the DPG (p=0.47).

The average total operating room time performing a spinal block for the BCG was 788s versus 807s for the DPG (p=0.89).

Residents in the CBG had performed an average of 30 spinal blocks prior to enrollment in our study compared to 10 in the DPG
(p=0.06).

Conclusion:

In this pilot study, the base teaching curriculum significantly improved residents’ performance of obtaining informed consent and
spinal anesthesia. These benefits persisted several days later on actual patients. Adding DP teaching did not appear to show an
independent incremental benefit. To better understand the role of DP to improve medical education, we are increasing our sample size
and focusing on more novice residents.

Summary:

In this randomized, prospective, pilot study, a base teaching curriculum consisting of written and video instructional materials
significantly improved anesthesia residents’ performance of obtaining informed consent and spinal anesthesia. These benefits persisted
several days later on actual patients. Adding deliberate practice teaching to the curriculum did not appear to show an independent
incremental benefit in resident learning or retention.
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